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BioReigns
Income Disclosure

Bio-Reigns, Inc., dba BioReigns, has an exciting Compensation Plan designed to 

reward you for selling our proprietary products, as well as for sponsoring other 

participants who do the same. Although the opportunity is unlimited, individual 

results of BioReigns Reps will vary depending on market conditions, commitment 

levels, and the sales skills of the individual. Since BioReigns has recently launched, 

it lacks enough statistical data to prepare a more robust and reliable income 

disclosure. The numbers below reflect estimates prepared by the company pending 
a more detailed survey. Based on industry standards and company projections, the 

average annual gross revenue for Reps is projected to be anywhere between $500 

and $2,000. These numbers do not reflect the expenses associated with building a 
Bio-Reigns, Inc. business, which could exceed the commissions received.

There will certainly be Reps who will earn less, while others will earn much more. 

We’re excited about the Bio-Reigns Inc. Compensation Plan, and we’re confident it 
will provide you a solid foundation to help you achieve your financial goals.

If income projections were presented to you prior to your enrollment, such 

projections are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that you can 

or will earn through your participation in the Compensation Plan. These income 

projections should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual 

earnings or profits. Success with Bio-Reigns, Inc. requires hard work and dedication.
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BioReigns
Compensation Plan

BioReigns offers both a unique business plan and a unique line of of products to 
support your success as an Independent Rep in the health and wellness industry. We 

are built on innovation and teamwork, and we extend that spirit to each of you with 

our aggressive Rep Compensation Plan. We’ve created a compensation plan that 

pays out up to 85% of the total Commissionable Volume (CV) to reward your efforts.

At BioReigns, we understand innovation; our technology is the biggest improvement 

to supplement absorption and bioavailability in years. Our products span many 

markets, and your potential to earn income as a Rep is growing right alongside 

the growing demand for health and wellness products. At BioReigns we are 100% 

committed to helping you grow your business; your success is our success.

“ The richest people in the world build networks.
 Everyone else is trained to look for work. ”

-Robert Kiyosaki
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Think of Jump Start Commissions as the quickest way to start earning. While you are building 
up your long-term, residual income through your Binary Commissions, Jump Start allows 

you to start earning in your fi rst week as a Rep. This portion of the compensation plan has 10 
levels of compensation!  

Qualifi cations: You are eligible to earn Jump Start commissions on the fi rst day you sign 
up as a Rep. As long as you maintain an Active status, you will be able to earn Jump Start 

Commissions at your rank. All orders placed by the new Rep within their fi rst 30 days are 
eligible for Jump Start commissions.

Pay schedule: Jump Start is calculated on a weekly basis. All orders placed between Monday 

at 12:00 AM and Sunday at 11:59 PM EST will be paid out the following Tuesday.

Retail Purchases: Retail commissions are paid weekly to all active Reps. For each retail sale, 

you will earn your rank’s Level 1 Jump Start percentage of the sale’s cumulative CV.

1. Jump Start Commissions
Weekly Payout

level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5 level 6 level 7 level 8 level 9 level 10

Enrollee -

Rep 25%

Elite 1K 40% 10% 8%

E3K 50% 10% 8% 3%

E5K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3%

E10K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3%

E25K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3% 2%

E50K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3% 2%

E100K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3% 2% 2%

E250K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3% 2% 2%

E500K 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3% 2% 2% 1%

BR Elite 50% 10% 8% 5% 3% 3% 2% 2% 1% 1%
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Binary Commissions are calculated using the two downline ‘legs’ that each Rep can fi ll by 
sponsoring new BioReigns Reps.  Every month, your Binary commissions are calculated 

based on the matching amount of CV between both legs, which will always be the amount of 

your “weaker” leg.

Our Binary Commissions not only pay you on an infi nite number of downline levels, but you 
get paid as much as 20% on your weaker leg’s volume.  But you won’t miss out on your larger 

leg’s volume; this is called “roll over” volume. Once your Binary Commissions are paid out, 

your unused larger leg’s volume will automatically be “rolled over” into your next month’s 

Binary Leg.

Qualifi cation: In order to be Binary Qualifi ed, Reps must have an Active status, and must 
have personally enrolled  three active Reps, with a minimum of one Rep in both your left and 

right leg. Additionally, each leg must maintain a minimum of 150 ETQV each month. In order 

for Binary and Check Matching to pay out, you must have a minimum of 300 CV in your weak 
leg.

Pay Schedule: Binary Commissions are paid on the 5th of the following month.

2. Binary Commissions
Monthly Payout

PAID AS RANK
PAYOUT OF COMBINED 

WEAK LEG CV
PAYOUT CAP

Enrollee - -

Rep 10% $ 1,000

Elite 1K 12% $ 1,500

Elite 3K 15% $ 3,000

Elite 5K 15% $ 5,000

Elite 10K 15% $ 10,000

Elite 25K 15% $ 25,000

Elite 50K 15% $ 50,000

Elite 100K 15% $ 100,000

Elite 250K 15% $ 250,000

Elite 500K 18% $ 500,000

BioReigns Elite 20% $ 1,000,000
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As your teammates build their individual Binary Commissions, BioReigns will pay you a 

Check Matching Bonus. Depending on their level in your sponsorship tree, you will earn a 

percentage of their Binary Commissions, up to 10 levels deep!

*The amount of your Check Matching commissions does not come out of your teammate’s 

Binary Commissions, but is an additional bonus paid to you. Simply stated, with Check 

Matching the more you help your downline build their Binary Commissions, the larger your 

Check Matching payment will be.

Qualifi cation: To qualify for Check Matching, you must maintain an active status at your 
rank, and be Binary Commission qualifi ed.  Please refer to the Binary Commissions page for 
specifi c information.

Pay Schedule: Check Matching Commissions are paid on the 5th of the following month.

level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5 level 6 level 7 level 8 level 9 level 10

Enrollee -

Rep 20%

Elite 1K 25% 20%

E3K 30% 20% 10%

E5K 30% 20% 10% 5%

E10K 30% 20% 10% 10% 5%

E25K 30% 20% 10% 10% 5% 5%

E50K 30% 20% 10% 10% 5% 5% 5%

E100K 30% 20% 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 5%

E250K 30% 20% 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

E500K 30% 20% 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

BR Elite 30% 20% 10% 10% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

3. Check Matching
Monthly Payout
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You deserve recognition for achieving a new Rank.  But BioReigns believes you deserve a 

bonus too! Other companies may pay you an achievement bonus over a period of time, but 

we pay your bonus in ONE lump sum! You worked hard for your success and we want you to 

know we recognize and appreciate your efforts.

Qualification:
You must be an “Active” Rep per your Rank Qualifications. You must maintain your organic 
rank for 3 consecutive months.  The 50% Leg Rule applies to the Rank Advancement Bonus 
calculation.

Pay Schedule: 
This bonus is paid on the 5th day of the month after your third consecutive month of 

maintaining your new rank.

Example: 
If you earn the Elite 5K rank in January and maintain both your Active status and your Elite 

5K rank through March, you will have earned a $500 bonus that will be paid out on April 5.

* Rank Incentive Bonuses are cumulative. If you advance multiple ranks in a single month, the 

corresponding bonuses will add up and be paid based on the schedule above.

4.  Advancement Bonus 
(One Time Payout)

RANK E1K* E3K* E5K E10K E25K E50K E100K E250K E500K BR ELITE

Bonus $100 $250 $500 $1,000 $2,500 $5,000 $10,000 $25,000 $50,000 $100,000
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BioReigns understands that growing businesses incur expenses. We created a monthly bonus 

plan to help offset those costs. And if you don’t have those costs, spend the money as you see 

fi t.  You deserve it!

Qualifi cation:
You must be an “Active” Rep per your Rank Qualifi cations. You must maintain your rank for 4 
consecutive months.

Pay Schedule:
This bonus is paid on the 5th day of the month after four consecutive months of sustaining 

your rank.

Example:
Let’s say you earned the Elite 25K Rank in January, and you maintain that Rank through 

February, March, and April.  You’ve now earned a $500 monthly bonus that will be paid out 

on the second Tuesday of May, and every month after that, as long as you are “Active” and 

maintain your 25K Rank. Unlike the Rank Advancement Bonus, this is a monthly recurring 

bonus.

RANK MAINTENANCE PER EXPENSE ALLOWANCE

Elite 5K Monthly  $150

Elite 10K Monthly $250

Elite 25K Monthly $500

Elite 50K Monthly $1,000

Elite 100K Monthly $2,000

Elite 250K Monthly $5,000

Elite 500K Monthly $10,000

BioReigns Elite Monthly $20,000

5. Expense Bonuses 
(Monthly)
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BioReigns understands that incentives are an important part of growing your business. We 

offer new Reps driver incentive bonuses to get you pumped! These “drivers” are in place to 

help you to start earning the moment you join. Drivers expire, so be sure to work quickly!

Driver bonuses are calculated based on your ETQV in three periods of 30 days, starting on 
the day you enroll as a Rep.  Driver bonuses are not cumulative and not concurrent.   If you 

achieve 1000 ETQV within thirty days after  enrolling as a Rep, you have earned the 30 Day 
Driver Reward.  After that, you have the next 30 days tofrom day 31 to day 60 of being a Rep 
to achieve an additional 3000 ETQV to earn the 60 Day Driver Reward.  After that, you have 
the next 30 daysfrom day 61 to day 90 to achieve an additional 5000 ETQV to qualify for the 
90 Day Driver Reward.

The driver bonuses are paid out with other monthly commissions.  ETQV is the sum of the QV 

in your sponsorship tree. The 50% leg rule applies to all drivers, where no more than 50% of 

your ETQV can come from one sponsorship leg.

ETQV TIME FRAME DRIVER REWARD 50% LEG RULE

1,000 30 Days $75 No more than 500 ETQV can come from one leg

3,000 31-60 Days $200 No more than 1500 ETQV can come from one leg

5,000 61-90 Days $350 No more than 2500 ETQV can come from one leg 

6. Drivers
(Monthly)
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Rank 
Requirements

The following matrix will show you the requirements needed to “hold” your rank on a 
monthly basis. It is important to note that the Personal Qualifying Volume (PQV) can come 

from personal purchases as well as retail purchases. Your PQV is not affected by your team’s 

Commissionable Volume (CV).  PQV can be earned from Retail sales to customers and your 

personal BioReigns purchases. Reps are never required to purchase product as a condition 
for earning commissions.

* PQV is awarded on personal purchases and purchases from personal customers.

**If Rank is not maintained per the table above,  Reps will downgrade to their organic rank 

based on the matrix above.

RANK
PERSONAL QUALIFYING 

VOLUME (PQV)*
TOTAL TREE 

VOLUME

PERSONALLY ENROLLED 
WITH MINIMUM OF 

80 PQV
LEG RULE

Enrollee - - - -

Rep 35 PQV - - -

Elite 1K 80 PQV 1,000 ETQV 2 50 %

Elite 3k 80 PQV 3,000 ETQV 2 50 %

Elite 5K 80 PQV 5,000 ETQV 3 50 %

Elite 10K 80 PQV 10,000 ETQV 3 50 %

Elite 25K 80 PQV 25,000 ETQV 3 50 %

Elite 50K 80 PQV 50,000 ETQV 3 50 %

Elite 100K 80 PQV 100,000 ETQV 3 50 %

Elite 250K 80 PQV 250,000 ETQV 3 50 %

Elite 500K 80 PQV 500,000 ETQV 3 50 %

BioReigns Elite 80 PQV 1,000,000 ETQV 3 50 %
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Personally Enrolled Reps – Personally Enrolled Reps 

are the Reps in your sponsorship tree that you enrolled 

yourself.no more than one of your enrollment legs cannot 

be more than 2500CV.

Smart Ship – Smart Ship is BioReigns’ automatic re-order 

program.  You can set up Smart Ship in your virtual office. 

Creating Smart Ship orders is not mandatory.  Smart 

Ship is an easy way to receive the products you like on a 

monthly basis. Additionally, orders on Smartship receive 

an additional 15% off. This discount does not apply to 

packages and sample-sized products.

Retail Customers – A retail customer is a person who 

orders products directly from your replicated BioReigns 

website, but is not themselves a BioReigns Rep.

Roll Over – Roll Over refers to the Binary portion of the 

compensation plan. Once you are Binary qualified and 

receive your percentage of the lesser leg, the difference 

of CV between the lesser and larger leg is considered 

“Roll Over”. For example, let’s say you have 500CV in 

your binary Right Leg and 1000CV in your Left Leg. The 

difference of 500CV is “Rolled Over” to the following 

month and stays in the Left Leg.

Reps – A Rep has signed up to start their own BioReigns 

business, paid their Rep Fee, and picked an initial 

“Enrollment Package.”  Reps can qualify as Active and 

earn commission, or be inactive if the minimum Active 

requirements are not met during a specific period.

Commissionable Volume (CV) – Commissionable 

Volume refers to the difference between an item’s Retail 

Price and a “volume” calculation. All items and packages 

have an assigned CV. The CV is used to calculate 

commissions.

Qualifying Volume (QV) – QV refers to the volume 

needed to qualify for and hold Ranks/positions within 

this compensation plan.  All items and packages have an 

assigned QV.

Personal Qualifying Volume (PQV) – PQV refers to the 

volume needed to stay Rank Qualified and Active. This 

volume can be obtained from both personal purchases 

and retail sales.

Enrollment Tree Qualifying Volume (ETQV) - ETQV 

refers to the QV earned within your sponsorship tree.  

Your ETQV determines your Rank. The Leg Rule applies 

to the calculation of your rank.

Leg Rule - No more than 50% of your ETQV can come 

from a single sponsorship line.

Example: When achieving a rank of Elite 5K, no more than 

2500 ETQV can come from either of your enrollment 

legs. 

Active - A Rep is Active after meeting minimum 

requirements based on the Rep’s Rank.  Reps must be 

Active to earn commissions. See the Rank Requirements 

page for specific information.

Terms
And Definitions


